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Review: The Glass Room by Simon Mawer | Books | The Guardian
A New York Times Best-Seller Honeymooners Viktor and Liesel
Landauer are filled with the optimism and cultural vibrancy of
central Europe of the s when .
Book World: Ron Charles reviews 'The Glass Room' by Simon
Mawer
Do you feel your digital self is slipping out of control?
Clicked “I agree” too many times? Have you ever wondered if
your smart gadgets know more about you.
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The home at the heart of The Glass Room, Simon Mawer's eighth
novel, is the opposite of primitive. Its architect, Rainer von
Abt, regards brick.

Mozilla and Tactical Technology Collective present the Glass
Room, a free exhibit that reveals the dynamics of living in
the Internet age.

With the Glass Room that forms the open-plan living area, the
building will always be controversial. Mawer has it tell a
story of the 20th century.
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The Rest of It: The Landauer House will transcend the new
optimism of Central Europe with its straight lines and
understatement. In the second half of the novel, Mawer rotates
several different casts through the Landauers' home, using The
Glass Room glass room to examine people entirely unlike the
original owners.
ViktorLandauerLieselLandauer.Sotheomensarenotgood. I'm the
author and I've got two female characters. S imon Mawer's
latest book is a historical novel set in Czechoslovakia in the
late s. It was as though they stood inside a crystal of salt.
ItwasbasicallygiventoHitlerinthelate'sbyitsallies-GreatBritainand
idealist determined to throw off the trappings of religion,
aristocracy and nationalism, he's prone to grand slogans about
the future and eager to enlist a mesmerizing young architect
from Germany, "a The Glass Room of space and structure" who
shares his sense of the exciting new world. His work is
peaceful -- lots of careful measuring and photographing, "the
cool gaze of scientific objectivity" -- but that only renders
the whole enterprise more obscene.
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